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Abstract— As there is a advancement in technologies, 

Mobile Size become very very small. But small size mobile 

have their own drawback like can’t make buttons and 

screens large. It was very difficult to press those tiny 

buttons. Chris Harison [Mellon Univ.] develops a software 

called Skinput Technology which consider our body as an 

input surface. And one more advantage of Skinput 

Technology is, no need to take the phone out of your pocket. 

In this way our body becomes Hi-Tech! For input in our 

body we select our Hands, Arms and Armband is used for 

Sensing the Body. And Future Scope will be that Multi-

Sensor Armband will be Wireless. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

SKINPUT-Think Touch Screens are cool ? What about 

Touch Skins ? Skinput Technology means Skin+Input 

Considering our Skin as an Input Surface by analyzing 

Mechnical Vibrations that Propagates through the body. In 

todays era, Mobiles become Ubiquitous.As we all know 

devices with small size have some limitations. As we can’t 

make buttons and screens large without losing benefit of 

small sized devices.Microsoft introduces new flesh control 

Input technology called Skinput.Skinput not only Allows 

sensing but also projection up a dynamic GUI.And to go 

backward user can simply pinch gesture with your thumb 

and forefinger. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Always - Available Input 

 Speech input is a logical choice for always 

available input, but suffers from privacy and 

scalability issues in shared environment. 

B. Bio –Sensing  

 Skinput leverages the natural acoustic conduction 

properties of the human body to provide an input 

system.  

C. Acoustic Input 

1) A novel input technique that allows the skin to be 

used as a finger input surface. 

2) To capture this acoustic information, they 

developed a wearable armband that is non-invasive 

and easily removable  

3) To capture this acoustic information we developed 

a wearable ARMBAND that is non-invasive and 

easily removable. 

4) Finger taps on arm and hand using a sensor array, 

worn as an armband. 

5) When coupled with a pico - projector a fully 

interactive graphical interface can be rendered 

directly on the body. 

 
Fig. 1: Armband 

III. HOW IT WORKS 

1) Skinput Technology, a Bio Acoustic sensing 

technology that allows our body to be used as a 

large finger input surface which does not require 

any electronics to be placed on the skin. 

2) When a finger taps the skin the impact creates an 

ensemble love useful acoustic signals when slow 

down 14 times. We can see Transverse Waves on 

the Skin Surface. However, complex Longitude 

away forms also propagate through the body. 

3) To capture the signals we developed a special 

purpose Bio-Acoustic sensing array variations and 

bone density size and mass as well as filtering 

effects from soft tissues and joints mean different 

locations are acoustically distinct software we 

developed listens for impax and classifies them 

different interactive capabilities can be down to 

different locations. Here we see a user playing a 

game of Tetris using their fingers as a control pad 

in our prototype system. We chose to focus on 

input for the arms and hands and developed and 

armband for sensing. In our user study we 

evaluated several input location sets which 

demonstrate our approach could achieve accuracy 

is as high as 95.5% for 5 locations, a sufficient 

number of buttons from any mobile interactions 

segmenting purposeful input from false positives is 

robust and remains functional while walking and 

jogging many users are possible. 

4) Consider for example, an audio player strapped to 

the arm which could be controlled by taps to one’s 

fingers .It is also possible to incorporate a Pico 

Projector into the armband already situated on the 

upper arm. This allows for not only sensing but 

also projection up a dynamic graphical interface. 

5) Here the system renders a series of buttons on the 

where is forearmed. Users can simply click the 

desired function with their finger. This interface is 
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hierarchical allowing the user to access a wider 

range a potential functionality. As you can see 

finger is but are segmented in classified in real 

time. 

6) Alternatively, we developed a scrolling based 

interface. 

7) Here the user taps on a top or bottom up their for 

forearm. 

8) The selected items can be activated by tapping on 

the center of the forearm. 

 
Fig. 2: How it Works 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

A. Participants 

1) 13-> 7 female, 6 male. 

2) Ages ranged from 20 to 56. 

3) Body mass indexes (BMIs) ranged 

4) From 20.5 (normal) to 31.9 (obese). 

B. BMI Formula: Bodyweight in Kilograms divided by 

height in meters squared  

or 

BMI = bodyweight in KG / (height in M * height in M) 

 
Fig. 3: BMI Effects 

C. High BMI is correlated with decreased accuracies. 

D. No direct relation with gender of the participant.  

V. ADVANTAGES 

1) Easy to work. 

2) No worry about keypad. 

3) No interaction with the gadget.  

4) Can be used without Visual Contact.  

5) Larger buttons to reduce the risk of pressing the 

wrong buttons. 

6) Through the use of a sense called pro-prioception 

after user learns where the locations are on the skin 

they will no longer have to look down to use Skinput 

reducing people looking down at their phone while 

driving. 

7) It can be used for a more interactive gaming 

experience. 

8) Always  available 

9) Naturally portable 

10) Save space 

 
Fig. 4: One that happens to always  travel with us:Our Skin 

VI. DISADVANTAGES 

1) BIG band looks very easy to put on. Many people 

would not wear a very big band around their arm 

for the day just to have this product.  

2) This technology only works on direct skin 

exposure. We cannot use full sleeves shirt when we 

are using this technology. 

3) Currently there are only five buttons with accuracy 

more than 95%. A phone uses at least 10 buttons to 

dial a phone number or send a text message. So in 

such cases it will create problem. 

4) The easy accessibility will cause people to be more 

socially distracted. 

5) If the user has more than a 30% BMI, accuracy is 

reduced to 80%. 

6) The arm band is currently bulky. 

7) The visibility of the projection of the buttons on the 

skin can be reduced if the user has a tattoo located 

on their arm. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

1) Results shown that the system performs very well 

for a series of gestures, even when the body is in 

motion. And there is no clue on when Skinput 

might hit the Market. And this Technology is 

remains functional while a body is in walking and 

jogging state also. And in future our Multi-Sensor 

armband will be wireless include more devices 

with this system.Extend accuracy level and 

Robustness to false Positive. 

2) Reduce the size and electrical complexity of our 

armband. 

 
Fig. 5: Future Scope 
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